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CHAJ?TER I
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY AS SEEN BY
HIS CONTEMPORARY BIOGRAPHERS
It was Camel ot .

Many .Americans, prohibited by law

from the titles of nobility, had embraced their young
president in that very manner.

The world had., in many

ways, come to regard him in a fashion other than "just
another .American President ."

The Jacqueline Kennedy that

D. W. Brogan claimed. helped. her husband in the 1960 campaign
only by being pregnant had. blossomed into a great political
asset . 1 She had. captivated the Spanish and French and. had.
persuad.ed Andre' Malroux to allow the first lady of the
world, the Mona Lisa, to journey to the United. States . 2
The Kennedy child.r en, Caroline and. John- John made the patter
of tiny footsteps , so long absent in the White House, fond.l y
remembered .

They also mad.e good copy for McCall's and

other women's magazines that could. now point to a first
family with the accent on youth . 3
1

D. W. Brogan, "The Power of Negative Thinking,"
The Spectator . No . 6903 (October 14, 1960), p . 553.
211

Life on the Newsfronts of the World, "
LIV (January 18 , 1963), p . 39 .
3

Life .

Christine Sadler, "McCall ' s Gallery of Child.ren
in the White House, " McCall's , LXXIX (May , 1962), p. 87 .

2

In every family there is d.eath .

A nation tends to

grieve with its leaders in such times and the concern of
millions was reflected. during the loosing battle fought by
little Patrick Bouv'ier Kenned,y. 4

When the baby d.ied. the

p olitical albatross of Roman Catholicism provided. the
nation with an almost regal funeral .

Americans that were

p reviously unexposed. to the grandeur suddenly d.iscovered
h ow princes are buried.•
Even Camelot had its dragons .

Stephen Rousseas and.

James Fargavis wrote :
Early in his campaign of 1960, President
Kennedy assumed. the mantle, scepter and.
orb of Franklin Delano Roosevelt . He
presented. himself to the electorate in
Roosevelt' a image and. proclaimed. the
New Frontier . Sounding very much like
a committed. idealogue with a vision ,
he vowed to get America mov·ing again .
That New Frontier, unlike the New Deal,
bogged a.own in a series of d.ebili ta ting
political compromises in no way destroys
the basic valid.i ty of Presid.ent Kenned.y' s
self identification with Roosevelt . Both
are supreme examples of the non- committed.,
non- id.eological politician acting strictly
out of political exped.iency . 5
This conflict between the d.eciples and. critics has
gone on now for over eight years .

The biographers and.

chroniclers have in recent years begun to express their

411
5

Newsfronts ," ~ -

LV (.August 16, 1963) , p . 28b .

stephen Rousseas and. James Fargavis, "Poli tics of
the Possible," Nation. CLXLVI (March 23, 1963), p . 242 .

3

opinion on the "real " John F. Kennedy .
of considerable importance .

The work, real , is

Ted. Sorensen, often called the

President's alter ego, is very careful about clearing up
the issue of the Kenned.y style .

The Kennedy style became

perhaps the most important part of the John F . Kennedy
i mage .

Sorensen claims :
"Most regrettable , in my view, are those
memorials and. tributes which speak more
of his style than of his substance . The
Kenned.y style was special--grace, the
wit , the elegance , the youthful looks
will rightly long be remembered.. But
what matter ed. most to him , and what in
my opinion will matter most to history,
was the substance--the strength of his
ideas and id.eals, his courage and jud.gement . These were the pi th and. purpose
of his Presid.ency,. of which style was
but an overtone . 11 t>
Arthur Krock , explains, " ••• the human race hungers

for heroes, anthromorphic like the gods among whom the
ancient Greeks install ed... .

So they became legend.s when

they d.ie, some while they are living .

And. the superior

qualities that have made them heroes are lost for years ,
and even centuries in the sentimentality of the legend . 11 7

It would seem that there arises a serious question as to
6

Theodore C. Sorensen, Kennedy .
and Row., 1965 , p . 8 .
7

New York :

Arthur Krock in Kenned.~ Without Tears .
William Morrow and. Company , 19 4 , p . 9.

Harper

New York:

4

whether history controls image making or image making controls history .
The study seeks to answer two fund.amental questions
and to shed. some light on a third .

The questions are :

1.

What is the extent of prejud.ice held.
by the authors and.mat is its effect
on the subject of their biographies?

2.

What effect d.oes participation in the
life of the subject have on an author's
biography?

3.

Who and. what was John Kenned.y the
politician, president, man , husband,
father, intellectual, world hero,
catholic and. perhaps image?

This, then , is the problem .
The study is limited in three ways.

It d.eals with

Kenne d.y biographies written ov-er the last nine years,
(1959 to 1968) .

There will be, secondly, a segregation of

authors into classes which indicate their competence to
write on the subject .

The third limitation will be the

classification of authors into groups formed. in relation
t o t h eir closeness to the Presid.ent .

The scope is there-

fore narrowed as to time and author competence and. purpose .
Works of the non scholarly nature such as children's books
and. pictorial studies are legitimate expressions of attitudes held. by the author and. for our purposes are relevant .
The topical method. of dev-elopment will be used.•
This method facilitates easy accessability to the informa-

5
tion in that the biographies begin at various times d.uring
the subject's life and that the study is more concerned
with biographers view of John Kennedy .

The method will

lend itself to author analysis and. comparison better than
a chronological approach .
There are thirty- two major stud.ies that will be
used. in this study . Fourteen minor stud.ies will be used
8
in the text.
These biographies and. chronicles were selected. because they represented. a spectrum of the John
Kennedy literature .
The following terms will be d.efined. at this point:
Camelot .

Term applied. to the Kenned.y Presidency.

It infers that John Kenned.y was Arthur, Jacqueline
Kennedy his Queen and the cabinet, the Knights in armor .
The American cond.i tion was a d.ragon and the assal t was
led by Arthur himself .
Charisma.

A special quality of lead.ership that

captures the popular imagination and. inspires unswerving
allegiance and devotion .
John F . Kennedy was a man that a person was either
8

Minor stud.ies are studies that
commercial agencies and. the med.ia that
the purpose of being keepsakes . Among
paperback works such as There Once Was
in Memorium and The Last Day .

were produced. by
were constructed for
these works are
A President, J . F . K.

6

for or against .

There could be no middle of the road.

He

was deified. by those closest to him and. cursed by those who
stood. at the outer door .
biographies .

This pattern is reflected. in his

The closest thing to an obj ective study is

James MacGregor Burns ' pre- assassination work , conceived
by the Kennedy staff to stave off the expected. rash of
campaign biographies to appear in the 1960 campaign year .
Burns , a noted. historian, was perceptive and. his work while
not extremely critical was analytical.
It is the opinion of the writer that the office of
the Presidency magnified John F . Kennedy far beyond justification .

Kennedy had. two important d.ecisions to his cred.i t

and a number of follies .

He was not an outstanding Presi-

dent, ind.eed. there is some question as to whether he was
an adequate one .

He was , however , a man that came along

at the right time in Amer ican history .

He was a symbol of

what many .Americans thought an American President should
be--young , quick witted., a family man , and. a war hero .
Kenned.y may be a tragic figure indeed..

Joseph Sr. ,

rejected. by Franklin Roosevelt , gladly aid.ed his son ' s
campaign .

The Joe Kennedy fostered. "Kenned.y competition"

was an important factor in J . F . K.' s career.

Five years

later less- emotional scholars must wonder why Camelot and.
perhaps more specifical ly what Camelot .

CHAPTER II
THE TEAM THAT JACK BUILT
The United States had. elected. its President.

Now

a new chief would pick and choose, stud.y and. reject, agree
up on and select those persons necessary to the construction
of his government.
the new Presid.ent,

It was a difficult task .

m d. been

John Kennedy,

described as an intellectual

and he proved. it to the nations oldest university by
creating Harvard on the Potomac .

Their academic community

was impressed. but not pleased.•
Many businesses and ind.u s tries found themselves
sudd.enly without lead.ership .

And. the stockholders must

have wondered why a man that later referred. to businessmen
as s . o . b. ' s found. reassurance in their company .
"I want the best men available for the job, and I
don ' t care whether they're Democrats, Republicans or
Igorots , " stated. John Kenned.y . 9

Then the head. hunting began .

The "Great Talent Hunt " was an estraordinary spectacle
in itself.

It was mad.e even more extraord.inary because,

despite Kenned.y's well- known penchant for planning ahead,
it did not begin until after the election .

Kennedy was sure

911 Best Men ," Li' fe. V (May 7 1960)
•
'
' p. 64 .

8

that there would. be plenty of talent available to staff
his Administration, but he also knew that if he committed
himself ahead. of time to political job hunters , he would.
not have a free hand. to pick and choose among the "best
men. "

For this reason he kept clear of any d.efini te
commitments until after he had. been elected.• 1O
Kenned.y was not , however, naked when he entered the

White House.

He had amassed. an excellent staff .

Some of

the Kennedy campaign workers were members of his senatorial
staff and. as such many of them had, assured jobs without the
necessity of reappointment .
In a larger sense "teams" are dependent upon many
more things than the players .

Teams must have cheerleaders

to sing their phrases, coaches to interpret opposing teams
moves and, ind.eed, the moves of their own members, an
aud.ience to play to, fans to cheer it on and. opponents to
make the game worth the effort .

I n this sense the Kenned.y

team was complete .
This chapter wi:J.l analyze the " team that Jack built . "
It will look at the biographers of Jack Kenned.yin this
manner.

It seeks to answer several questions :
1.

1

What was the relationship between Jack
Kennedy and his team members?

Oibid . , p. 66.

9

2.

What did they see in him?

3.

What need did Jack Kennedy fulfill for
them?

4.

How was this relationship manifested in
their "Kenned.y " biographies?

The Palace Guard.
Roger Hileman , Theodore Sorensen , and Evelyn Lincoln
were close to John Kennedy .

Lincoln and Sorensen were

closer than a great many of the staff members because they
had known him for over a decade .

After the death of J . F . K.

they wrote their ideas on Kenned.y and his administration .
By her own admission Evelyn Lincoln was devoted to
Jack Kennedy and her first book , My Twelve Years with
John F . Kennedy, is a story of love .

Mrs. Lincoln had a

year left in her law school program when she came to work
for Congressman Kennedy .

She saw him through his first
senatorial race and his bid for the Presidency . 11 Sorensen

describes Mrs . Lincoln as a fellow Nebraskan whose unfailing
devotion and good. nature more than compensated for a sometimes overly possessive attitude . 12
11 Evelyn Lincoln, MI. Twelve Years With John F . Kennedy
(New York: David. McKay-Company , I nc . , 1965) , p . 8.
12
Theodore C. Sorensen , Kennedy (New York s Bantam
Books Inc ., 1965), p . 62 .

10

Evelyn Lincoln's hymnal begins in chronology with
her first meeting with J . F. K. when he was a lowly Congressman from Massachusetts .

According to her she could

immediately d.eternine that he was going to be the nation's
presid.ent one day . 1 3 She describes Kennedy as throughout
the book in adjectives of praise .

Her insights into

Kennedy ' s personality and those of some of the persons
around. him are interesting but they reflect limited contact
with the members of his cabinet and. his appointees .

She

writes about Kenned.y the man and. the father and deletes
the many other facets of the total .
Of' Kenned.y the man, Mrs . Lincoln extolls his ability
to withstand pain and. criticism, sorrow and disappointment,
rejection and death .

She describes Kenned.y as a man that
will not take no for an answer or stupidity for policy . 1 4
He is the constant conqueror ravaging the sins of' ignorance
and. mediocracy.

Says Mrs . Lincoln:

On Saturday Herbert Klein, Vice President
Nixon's press secretary , had. invited us
to hear Truman's statement in their office
because our set was not working. I had. a
repairman fix our television, Monday morning
so that we could hear the Senator at 4 : 30.
He was calm and. confident, and answered.
Truman d.irectly . He said. it was "time for
13
Lincoln, "Twelve Years . " p . 14.
14Ibid., p . 5 .

11

a new generation of leadership to cope
with new problems and. new opportlllli ties. 11
Then he d.emolished Truman's main argument
by pointing out that far from being controlled., his votes crune largely from the
primary victories . He noted that he entered
and won all that were open while neither
Symington nor Johnson had entered a single
primary, al though they did support Kenned.y' s
opponents . He ended by saying, 11 I do not
intend. to step aside at anyone's req,1- st. 11
Now he was ready for the convention . 5
Theodore Sorensen was a twenty- four year old. lawyer
from Nebraska when he came to work for John Kenned.y .

The

fact that he was a Unitarian from the midwest mad.e no
d.ifference to the Catholic from Massachusetts . 16 Sorensen,
claims Salinger, hit it off magnificantly with the then
Senator Kennedy .

He had a genius for translating the

thoughts and social convictions of Kenned.y into an eloquent
and persuasive language . 17 Sorensen was in charge of the
special taskforce that developed policy positions and.
speech drafts for J . F. K.
If the statement that Evelyn Lincoln wrote a hymnal
is true then it must be insisted that Ted Sorensen wrote
the Kenned.y Bible .

Sorensen claims that he was most im-

pressed about Kennedy by the fact that he seemed. so
15

fil9. .,

16

II

ordi-

p. 142.

Sorensen , Kennedy . p. 11 .

17
Pierre Salinger, :fil:_1h Kennedy . (New York :
Books, 1966), 95 .

Avon

12
nary" in his demeanor, and that he spoke easily but almost
18
shyly, without the customary verbosity and. pomposity .
Sorensen seems to be particularly impressed. by this fact
that there was no attempt to impress him with the firmness
of his handshake or the importance of his office with the
sound of his voice .
Ted. Sorensen makes no apology for his statement that
the book is an expression of praise for Jack Kennedy, but
he insists that it is not merely out of loyalty and. affection, but out of deep prid.e and. conviction .

For those per-

sons that have read, "Why England. Slept and. Profiles in
Courage , the writing style and word.s and. phrases will sound
familiar .

The familiar Kennedy "moreover" and. the habit

of predicating information on cond.i tions .

Sorensen heated.l y

denied. the Kenned.y style :
Most regrettable, in my view, are those
memorials and tributes which speak more
of his style than of his substance . The
Kennedy style was special--the grace , the wit ,
the elegance , the youthful looks will
rightly long be remembered . But what
mattered most to him , and. what in my
opinion will matter most to history,
was the substance--the strength of his
ideas and. id.eals , his courage and. judgement . These were the pith and pur pose
of his Presidency ••• 19

18

Sorensen. Kennedy, p . 11 .
19To . d
-1:._.' p . 8 •

13

Sorensen deals with Kennedy the politician--senator
and President.

He concentrates on JFK's ability to solve

the problems of governmental leadership in what he calls a
progressive d.irection d.espi te the limiting factor of process.

Sorensen notes that Kennedy ' s first executive order,

improving surplus food, d.istribution to the need.y, had. been
pr evious ly held up by his pred.ecessor for lack of clear
statutory authority.

Kennedy issued, it immediately, drawing

upon h i s constitutional powers and on revenues available
from customs fees . 20 Sorensen appreciates the fact that
within the Executive Branch Kennedy accepted responsibility for every major d.ecision, delegating work but never
responsibility to Cabinet, National Security Council Joint
Chiefs of Staff, White House aid.es or other advisers .

He

did not wait for unanimity among them or permit them to
disregard. his instructions .

In reporting on executive

actions to the Congress, he d,eliberately worded. his messages
to read "I have d.irected the Secretary • •• " rather than "I
have requested ••• 1121 This approach seems to appeal to
Sorensen.
Roger Hilsman, a West Point graduate, and a member
of Merrill's Maraud.er, was assigned, to the China- Burma20

lli.9;. , P. 437.

21

112l.9:. , p • 4 38 •

14
India theatre .

From this experience he became an author

and later a professor at Columbia University .

In 1963

John Kennedy chose him to succeed W. Averell Harriman as
Assistant Secretary of State for Far East Affairs .

Hileman

claimed that it was incumbant upon the members of the
Kenned.y staff to write on that phase of the administration
with which they were d.irectly connected.
Hilsman ·and Kennedy had much in common .

Both were

soldiers and served. with important units--Kennedy in the
Navy and Hileman in the Army .

Both men were war heroes.

Both were outspoken and as a result, to different extents,
both suffered for it.
Of Kennedy Hilsman believed his was the most extraord.inary personality, of all the makers of foreign policy .
He describes him as qui ck in mind and sophisticated--a man
vaguely charming , but who also had a sprightly, earthy,
ev·en impish Irish wit. 22 Hilsman' s book is an excellent
work on the men and "machinery" of American foreign policy
during his participating years on the Kenned.y team.

He

gives some insight on those figures in the secretariat
that have been vastly publicized. and in some cases misunderstood.
Roger Hilsman d.escribes his book as the story of
22
Roger Hileman, To Move a Nation (New York :
Doubleday and Company, Inc. --;-7'967), 47.

15
battles over national policy .

He explains that given the

importance of the st::1.)-ce8 invol V"ed, it was entirely appropriate that they fought hard. and. passionately--ind.eed., it
would be cause for dismay if it were otherwise. 23 Clearly
we can see that warrior Hilsman recognizes warrior Kennedy
and as rough and. tumble policy maker he found. it d.i:fficu.l t
to u..-riderstand. Dean Rusk .

Hilsman talks of Rusk ' s tact and.

attention to protocol , but for a man of action his subtle
disapproval of Rusk ' s performance rings true .

As the Gary

Cooper type of hero described to a tee , Hilsman explains
a segment of the first Kenned.y Khruschev meeting :
It took place on June 3 and 4, and it
was harsh. They clashed. over every
subject that crune up . Khruschev· responded. with special ferocity when
Kenned.y referred , as he had. done with
Gromyko, to the possibility of "miscalculation.11 Khruschev, a little
later, told him that the decorations
on his chest were Lenin Peace Medals ,
Kenned.y could. not help remark~ng ,
"Well, I hope you keep them." 4
Evel yn Lincoln , Ted, Sorensen and. Roger Hilsman-- the
palace guard are keepers of the faith .
fends Kenned.y .

Their writing d.e-

They stand. beside him against the oncoming

tank at the Bay of Pigs .

They speak their interpretations

2 3 ~. , p . 48 .
24
Ibid ., p . 135- 136 .

16
of his ideology.

They praise him and. they id.ealize their

battleing president .
The New Frontier Brain Trust
Three scholars wrote on the life of JFK.

To acer-

tain degree the scholarly d.etachment is conspicuously absent.

In the case of Arthur M. Schlesinger and James Mac-

Gregor Burns , this absence can be particularly explained .
Burns was selected. the Kennedy family to write on the life
of JFK in anticipation of the flood, of campaign biographies
in the 1960 Presid.ential Year.

It was hoped that the exis-

tence of such a biography by such a noted political scientist would stave off the torrent of efforts presented by
less perceptive men.

Schlesinger, a historian of fame and.

fortune as a result of his Age of Jackson, was a small part
of the Kenned.y team .
of.

This position was practically unheard

His office was in the White House and he had. access

to the president- - a historian's dream.

I.E . Levine,

however, was a New York author-- a professional writer
trained in history but a Ph . d.• in public relations .

His

book Champion of World. Peace :

Dag Hammarskjold. was as unlike the title as one could imagine . 25 rt was a -thorough stud.y
25
The physical limitations discussed. here are those
of the framework of the United. Nations and the job of the
Secretariat. Hammerskjold found, ind.eed as U. Thant, that
often he was reduced to begging and. plead.ing with little
success .

17
of the man and. his job and. limitations, both mental and.
physical.

It is now the d.efinitive Hammarskjold. biography.

Arthur M. Schlesinger, as Time aptly d.escribes, was
more a part of the atmosphere than the substance of the
New Frontier . 26 His office, symbolically, was tucked. a way in a remote corner of the East Wing, near the social
secretary and the correspondence section .

His assignments

few and. not very specific were typical of his thousand
days.

He was only on the periphery of power, but that was
closer than most histor ians have ever been . 27
Schlesinger claims that the book, "A Thousand Days,"
is but a memoir.

He further states that no one else will

ever be able to achiev·e the central, the presidential,
perspective on these years,

Even the public official

closest to Kenned.y, then the Attorney General of the United
States, looking at the White House Papers after his brother's d.eath, was astonished at the variety of presidential
issues he had not known about before . 28
Schlesinger is interested. in Kennedy, the idealist.
2611 The Combative Chronicler," Time , Vol. 86, no . 35
(December 17, 1965), pp . 51 - 53 .
27fQg., p. 54 .
28
Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr., A Thousand. DayM: John
F . Kennedy in the White House . (Boston : Houghton ifflin
Company, 19b5°)-;rx .

18

Of Kenned.y the man he says:
••• he was objectiv·e and wryly humerous,
candid about himself and. impressiv·e ly
d.ispassionate in his judgement of others . 29
He reported. Arthur Gold.b erg as telling
him that Humphrey would. accept if he
were Kenned.y ' s d.efini te choice . Humphrey
would add. more to the ticket than anyone
else , Kennedy said. but he thought Hubert
had. campaigned. irresponsibly in West
Virginia ! ev 5 though he had been under
provocation .

3

I . E . Levine was an outsid.er .

of the Kenned.y administration .

He was not a part

In his d.ozen books on

world. figures and. their relationships to their nations
he h a s established. a reputation as a political biographer.
Levine, a graduate of City College of New York , wrote
Cromwell, which gained him a Pultizer Prize .
Levine sees Kenned,y as an innovator of ideas and,
policies within the framework of american government .

He

claims that Kenned.y was a man of action , trying where
others had. not attempted .

Investigating was a part of

the drive and. curiosity that was a very large part of
Levine ' s Kennedy.

Levine wond.ers why Kenned.y allowed. Rusk

to stay in his cabinet when , in Levine's opinion , Rusk was
too careful to seek solutions that might be available out29

Ibi· d ., pp . 21 - 22 •

30Ib. d

J. .• '

p. 31 .

19
side of those d.iplomatic channels prescribed to the state
d.epartment • 31
Of the three scholarly works written on Jack Kennedy,
James MacGregor Burns' John Kenned.y :
is probably the best .

!

Political Profile,

Buxns' set, as conditions for the

completion of his work , the unrestricted. use of the Kenned.y
papers and. staff.

This includ.ed. taped. conversations with

the Senator, his family and. hangers on.

The work is a

pre-Presid.ential biography and as such traces the tend.encies
of "shanty- Irish" politics in Boston to the cooly (removed.)
two generations machine of JFK.

This is Burns at his best .

Burns describes the Kennedy family and perhaps gives the
best answer to the question, why a Kenned.y?"
So by the late 1930's, the Kennedys seemed
to have everything--money , looks, education,
brains, high stand.ing in society, in their
church , and. in the nation. They were something new in America--the immigrants' final
surpassing of the blue bloods •• • • They
were part of the New Deal upserge but no
longer emotionally kin to it, part of the
highest income group but politically
separated from it, worshipers in the
Catholic Church but not willing ••• to submerge th ems elves in her. • • • This d.etachment, perhaps explains Joseph Kenned.y
sending his boys to study in Lona.on und.er
Harold Laski, who, as a Jew, a Socialist ,
an agnostic, d.ogmatist, was opposites with him. 3 2
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Burns is one of the Kennedy biographers that saw
keenly something that those non- politically oriented men
thought to be trees :
On the otherwise rather flat and. dxeary
political terrain , he was the one Democrat ,
aside from Stevenson, whose pol itical
image had. been projected. into the minds
of mill ions of non-political Americans •
••• it was mainly a combination of his
youthful , arresting appearance and the
capacity of television and picture magazines to project that image into thirty
million or more living rooms across the
country • • • • When polsters in the summer
of 1959 tried to d.escribe , in their own
way , what kind. of person they thought
Kenned.y was, voters answered in such terms
as "energetic ••• intelligent ••• good looking
• •• strong character •• • good. fawily ••• aggressive ••• d.ynamic • •• outspoken . 1155
Ted. Sorensen claims that Burns was only allowed. to
do the book because Kenned.y was oversensitive to criticism. 34

He further states that the Senator was irritated.

by the fact that Burns mistook his refusal to d.isplay emotion as a lack of concern or commitment . 35 To ad.d to the
Kennedy d.isapproval he failed to understand why Burns would
not emphasize a :Car greater evolution .

Kenned.y thought

that Burns could. have contrasted. his indifferent record. at
33 Ibid.• , p . 58 .
34sorensen , Kennedy , p . 5.
35~. ' p . 14.
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school with his present intensity . 36
The scholars seem to be interested. in the things
which interest them most ; Schlesinger in ideas ; Levine in
the political relationship of a man to his job ; and, Burns
in the nature of a political entity .
The Keepers of the Flame
For a brief period, of time John Kennedy was a newsman .

As a result of this fact and. the fact that the news

med.ia had. done so much for him in his quest for the presidency Kenned.y welcomed. the press in the first line Presid.ential press conferences .

Says Pierre Salinger:

"JFK would not even have the temporary
protections of a transcript check . He
would. be communicating instantaneously
with tens of millions of Americans in
their homes--and. watchful Communist
d.iplomats in their embassies . He could.
not go off the record . ~e could accuse no
one of misquoting him ." 3
As a result of Kennedy ' s acceptance of the members
of the press and. the indulgences that he granted. single
reporters, he became popular with many members of the
press.

Later on in his administration Kennedy found

them to be largely sympathetic .

This sympathy was per-

36lli.9;. , p. 39 .
37
salinger, ~ Kennedy , 82 .
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haps due in fact to the private bits of information and interviews granted, to reporters who made their bread and butter through exclusives .

After John Kennedy ' s a.ea th many of

these reporters wrote biographies complimentary to him and.
largely in his praise .

This was an important thrust in the

creation of the JFK myth.
Bill Ad.ler , Benjamin Bradlee , Alex Goldman and Tom
Wicker are newsmen .

They are a special segment of the press

corps that wrote books on JFK that a.eal t primarily with the
Kennedy wit, grace , style and image .

These books represent

the crux of the great Sorensen fear of preoccupation with
11

style rather than substance . 11

They , moreover, ind.icate a

literary parasitism in that they take from the literature
and add. substantially nothing .
Bill Ad.ler ' s book,

~

Kennedy Wit, was designed. to

draw a portrait of JFK by reviewing the humor that he
showed. as Presid.ent . 38 In the book , Ad.ler compiles Kennedy
quips taken from the 1960 campai gn, the Presidency, the
family gatherings and from Press conferences .

Adler pre-

sents no comment on the sayings and sets them in no particular frame of reference .

The book in its entirety set up

structurally as ind.icated by the sources presents the
38
Bill Adler , ~
Kennedy Wit . (New York :
Citage Press , 1964) , preface .

The
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following examples:
1960 Campaign
Someone was kind enough, though I a.on' t
lmow whether he meant it kindly, to say
the other night that in my campaign in
California I sounded like a Truman with a
Harvard. accent . 11 39
11

New York City
September 14, 1960
The Presid.ency
On a trip to the West Coast, President
Kennedy was asked by a little boy , "Mr.
President, how did you become a war hero?"
It was ab501utely involuntary.
my boat . 4

They sank

The Family
"I see nothing wrong with giving Robert
some legal experience as Attorney General
before he goes out to practice law. 11 41
Press Conferences
Presid.ent Kennedy was asked. to comment on
the press treatment of his administration
thus far :
"Well, I'm read.ing more and. enjoying it less. 11 42
May 9, 1962
39~., p . 3.

4oibid.• , p . 29 .
41 Ibid.• , p .
64.
42~., p. 77 .
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These examples are typical of those used in the Adler
book.
The entire text of Benjamin Bradlee ' s book, That
Special Grace , appeared. in Newsweek .

Bradlee claims that

historians are prone to stifle laughter in formality . 43
It is to this point that his book is ad.d.ressed.

The book

describes Kenned.y :
John Kenned.y was a wond.erfully funny man,
always gay and. cheerful never mean--but
historians are prone to stifle laughter
in formality . You could see a laugh
coming in his eyes before you could hear
it from his lips . His humor was often
most app~aling when he d.irected it against
himself . 44
Alex Goldman wrote a book similar to that of Bill
Ad.ler.

In fact almost all of Adler ' s quotations are pre-

sented. in Goldman's , The Quotable Kennedy.

Goldman d.es-

scribes his book as the stirring and. meani ngful word.s of
a man who has left an ind.elibl e mark on history . 45

Gold.-

man claims that every Kenned.y phrase , seriously thoughtthrough and. weighed for truth and. effect, carri es t r emen-

43Benjamin Bradlee, That Special Grace .
(Philadelphia: J.B . Lippincott Company , 196 3 ) , preface .

44Ibid . , p . 1- 2 .
York :

45
Alex . J . Goldman , Ed.. The Quotable Kennedy (New
Belmont Books , 1967) , cover":'
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d.ous implications o

Each expression breathed. its author's

id.ealism and imagination . 46

Such broad. generalizations

when fitted to the aforementioned. Schlesinger discussion
must worry the parents of businessm.en everywhere.

Goldman

quotes Kennedy on clearsightedness:
"We have comfortably assumed that
dogma and. totalitarian repression
prod.uce only stul ti:fied. minds and.
culous theories ••• but to~ight we
laughing at the sputniks . 47

Marxist
would
rid.iare not

Tom Wicker was closer to the Presid.ent than Adler,
Bradlee, or Goldman.

He was the New York Times White House

reporter for the three years of the Kenned.y administration.
He was born in Hamlet, North Carolina and. was a grad.uate
of North Carolina University.

Wicker was rid.ing in the

Presidential motorcade when Kenned.y was killed.•
"The human race has ever been plagued by a hunger
for heroes, anthropomorphic like the god.s," says Wicker,
"among whom the ancient Greeks installed. them. 48

He claims

that this is the reason that they become legends when they
die.

Wicker thinks that the superior qualities that mad.e

46Th!.£. , P . 9 •
47IQg.' p. 33 .
48

Tom Wicker, Kennedy Without Tears (New York:
William Morrow & Company, 1964), p . 9.
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humans heroes become lost in the f l ood. of sentimental ity
of the legend..

For this reason Wi cker claims to hav·e

written his book .

Wicker envisioned Jack Kennedy :

Now, I think that what Kenned.y really
had of t hat mentality was a rather
peculiar form of the will to win . He
wanted. power , allright but somethi ng
more; "This ability , " he once said ,
"to d.o things well , and. to d.o them
with precision and. with modesty , attracts
us all ." I t was a theme to which he
often returned.- - the pursuit of excellence .
And. as the probability of his political
canonization turns toward. certainty , and.
the sad. classification of his humanity
into stone and. bronze continues, there
is not much football coach in the man
Kennedy who recalls himself to me most
strongly . 49
Wicker attempts to place Kenned.yin perspective
despite his coll eagues .

But, Wicker ' s point of view pre-

sents interesting places of confusion :
If that human Kenned.y still seems to me to
have been altogether too d.etached. and too
controlled. to have been , as wer e Ni xon and.
Lord Jim , "one of us ." With all those
fascinating hesitancies and. inadequacies
and torments out of which liter a t ure is
mad.e , nevertheless he was a man "of few
days and full of trouble; and. for all I
know he may -even have played "such fantastic tricks before high heaven as to make
the angels weep ." But the statues will
tell us nothing of that . SU

4 9 ~.' p . 23 .
50 Ibid ., p . 24.
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Wicker stresses that he is trying to bring John
Kennedy a.own to a level that we can all appreciate.

One

must wonder why , then that he uses such mysteri ous creations to do so .
Other "Keepers of the Fl ame " take d.ifferent appr oaches
to their Kennedy memorials .

Many of them use their speciali-

ty in investigating Kenned.y .

Hugh Sidey, Urs Schwarz , Bruce

Lee and. Harry Golden use a historical approach .

Helen

Fuller and Theodore White use a politically oriented. approach .
Harry Gold.en is the owner- editor of the Carolina
Israelite .
ed .

From this opening statement much can be garner-

He is a Jew that lives and. works and. pays taxes in the

South .

He describes his book as a work that every Southern
writer has in mind. and will come to write . 51 Golden had
the aid of Lee C. White, Kenned.y ' s civil rights aid.e as
far as the gathering of d.ata was concerned.
Golden viewed. Kennedy as the beginning in the long
line of governmental leaders that was a spokesman for
t oleration.

As a Jew in the l and. of the Klan , Gold.en and

Kenned.y had in common a religious barrier that would have
to be dealt with in the South .

Gold.en claimed. that Kenned.y

51
Theodore White, The Making of the Presid.ent 1960 .
(New York : Cardinal Books;-1960) , 301.-
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was the first President since Lincoln to declare that racial
52
segregation and discrimination are morally ind.efensible .
Golden's chronicle of Kennedy attempts to d.eal with the
problem of discrimination in the south runs the gambit of
incidents from the rise of Dr . Martin Luther King to the
February 63 message to congress on the state of racial
tensions in the Uni tea. States .

Golden points up the Kenned.y

stand on civil rights :
To some extent Presid.ent Kenned.y had.
signaled. his commitment to the cause
of Negro civil rights ev·en before he
was elected.. During the 1960 campaign he telephoned. Mrs . Martin
Luther King when her husband was given
a four- month prison sentence technically for not having a Georgia driver's
license •••• The Kennedy commitment on
behalf of the victimized. Dr. King may
have been shrewd. politics, but the
Kenned.y a had. no way of knowing that
this momentary intervention by its
very nature had. become an absolute
policy.
Theed.ore H. White won the cov·eted. Pulitzer Prize
for his work, The Making of the President, 1960 .

White

was a summa cum laud.e grad.u a te of Harvard University in
1938 .

He has been ed.i tor of the New Republic and author

of many books .

He was ed.i tor of the Stilwell Papers .

White saw in Kenned.ya talent that he claims was
52
~ - , p . 399 .
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vastly absent in the Nixon cand.id.a ncy :
Comparing crowds at Dayton, Ohio , it was
noticeable that Kennedy gathered. the same
number of people that Nixon d.id even though
Kenned.y spoke i n sunshine and. Nixon in
drizzle which was probably a vote for Nixon .
The d.ifference was in the enthusiasm of the
crowd.a . Kennedy ' s supporters cheered wildl!
while the Nixon crowd. remained unemotional . 3
White seemed. impressed by this ability to command.
attention and. enthusiasm.

He also saw the Kennedy ability

to say the right thing at the appropriate time .

He comments:

It simply came down to the question which
was more pleasant to hear, from Nixon,
"May the time never come when any president be Democrat or Republican apologize
for trying to pr otect the United States
from surprise attack , " or from Kenned.y ,
"This is a great country. :But I think
it can be greater. I think we can do
better. I think we can make this country
move again . 11 54
Hugh Sid.ey, author of

~

F. Kenned.y s

President,

was a member of the twenty- five reporter White House Press
Corps .

He had. done a number of articles for Time Magazines .

Sidey wrote Kenned.y' s cover story for
election year .

~

d.u ring the 1960

He was with Kenned.yin Los Angeles at the

Democratic Convention and in Dallas with Kennedy in the
last motorcade .

Sid.ey makes no apology for the fact that

53 Ibid. , p. 401 •
54Ibid. , p . 444.
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he enjoyed. the Presid.ent' s confid.ence and. was granted private interviews .

Sid.ey claims that he views Kenned.y as an
innovator-- a man unafraid to begin . 55 Says Sid.ey s
What will the historians write of John
F. Kennedy? Was his term in office too
short for him ever to receive the mantle of greatness? Perhaps contemporary
historians too often measure a chief
executive ' s achievements by the numbers
of bills passed. in the Congress, but the
enemies he destroyed., or by the appropriations he was granted.. But what of
the tendency in recent months toward a
calmer world? What of the strength of
the nation itself, its growing ability
to build prosperity and promote the
cause of freed.om throughout the world.
But it is my belief that when hs is
viewed from that d,istance which scholars
d.eem appropriate, JFK will be high on
the horizon of history . 56
Helen Fuller was born in Cullman, Alabama, and. was

ed.u cated. at the Univeristy of Alabama.

She went to Washing-

ton as a special attorney with the Department of Justice.
In 1940 she joined. the New Republic to organize the magazine's first Washington bureau .

Recently, after serving as

managing editor of the magazine for many years, Miss Fuller
became contributing ed.i tor on matters relating to Congress
55Hugh Sid.ey, John F.
Kennedy Presid.ent (New York:
Crest Books, 1963), viii . 56
Ibid., p. 356.
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and politics, in ord.er to d.evote more of her time to writing
and lecturing in the South .

In her foreword Miss Fuller

explains that she is interested. in d.ecisions of the Presi- d.ent . 57 She claims that through the early decisions of
the Kenned.y administration , there can be projected. a theory
on the effectiveness of the administration in the remaining
years . 58 In reenforcing her idea she says :
John Kennedy's choice of Lynd.on Johnson
as Vice Presid.ential running mate was
the master stroke that he neeeed to win
the election . Kennedy in one stroke
united the factions of the liberal East
and. the Conservative South with wh:a,t
looked. like a combination of both . '.J9
Bruce Lee was formerly a reporter with Newsweek
Magazine .

He is now with the Washington bureau of the

Read.era Digest .

Lee has contributed. articles to Boy s

and. other similar publications .

~

He was an end. on the Uni-

versity of Michigan football team which accounts for his
interest in Kennedy the Boy competitor .

Lee believes that

it was the competitive spirit of JFK that stood. him in good
stead in his later quest for the Presidency .

57Helen Fuller , Year of Trial (New York :
Brace & World, Inc ., 19b2T;°

v.

58ill.£• , V •
59 I bid. , p . 67 .
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•• • Joe will win the fight , he almost
always does. He is old.er , heavier ,
stronger . But Jack is fighting fero ciously , pummeling his old.er brother
and being pounded. in return . It is not
an ord.inary .fight, for this is not an
ordinary .fami ly ••. should the fight re- 60
sume Jack will .fight just as ferociously .
Urs Schwarz is a .frequent contributor to the Spectator .

He is a German b .orn Jew that escaped. the wrath of

Adolf' Hitler .

Schwarz explains that he sees in Kenned.y

the same strength in which he endowed. Franklin D. Roosevelt. 61

Schwarz explains :
John Kenned.y env·isioned a world where
Catholic and. Protestant, Mohammed and.
Jew were equal in their persuits . This
was to be a second "Deal " for the American people ana. ~hrough their influence
for the world . 6
The members of the press saw Kenned.y d.ifferently.

Some saw laughter others id.ealism .
and some wisd.om in d.ecisions .

Some saw toleration

The truth is that the re-

porters saw in Kenned.y what they hoped. to be there .

They

saw what they need.ea.•
60
Bruce Lee , ~oy s Life of John F. Kennedy (New York :
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61
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Riders of the Pr esi denti al Coattai l
They are always t her e and. they always will be .
is human nature .

Such

For ever y Lynd.on Johnson t her e is a bar-

ber in central Texas that had. a shop in whi ch the President
shined. shoes .
all .

For there is a bit of George Elimpton in us

Some men reach the top of their profession by h itching

t heir wagons to a rising star .

Such was the case of Pierr e

Sal inger and Paul B. Fay .
Paul Fay met John Kenned.y in 1942 when , according
to Fay, Kennedy tri ed. to get into a touch foo t ball game . 63
The game was bei ng played. at the Naval Motor Torped.o Boat
Squadron Training Center at Mel ville , Rhode Island .

Says

Fay :
We had. been playing fifteen or twenty
minutes when a skinny kid came up and.
asked. us if he could. join the game .
We agreed with the provision that he
got another man to ev·en up the aid.es .
When he returned. we hastil y chose the
other huski er man • • •• I n the plays
that foll owed I saw nothing but elbows, shoul d.era and. knees, and acquired a oollection of bumps and
br uses . " 6 4
11

This was the first meeting between Jack Kennedy and
63
Paul B. Fay , Jr ., The Pleasur e of His Company
(New Yorks Har per & Row , Publishers , 19b'.4)-;---p. 154 .

64

Ibid., pp . 135- 136.
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Paul Fay and. it was ind.eed. a shock to Fay to find out the
very next day that the skinny kid. was to be his stud.ent
in the morning class .

Fay appeared. later in Kenned.y ' s

congressi onal campaigns as a member of the famous P. T.
109 crew.

These appear ances became a regular part of the

Kennedy campaigns .
Of Kennedy honesty , here , it must be noted that Fay
was not a member of the P . T. 109 crew .

Fay was interested.

in the 109 when it was lost, but this was because George
"Barney" Ross Fay ' s friend was abort .

Of Kennedy Fay claims :

"I d.id not know Jack Kenned.y well enough
to feel the same kind of d.eep personal
loss . I did. feel that an unusually i n telligent and. attractive man with a
great d.eal to live for had been d.e prived. of his chance in l ife . 11 b5
Pierre Salinger worked. for Ad.lia Stevenson's election to the presid.ency for two unsuccessful campaigns .
Salinger worked. for Robert Kenned.y before he came to work
for JFK on his brother ' s recommendation .

JFK was then in

charge of the investigation of the teamsters und.er the d.i rection of the Senate Rackets Committee .

Salinger came to

work as Kenned.y ' s legman and. aide in the preparation of
d.ossiers on various men under investigation .
Salinger explains what he saw in JFK :

65 Ibid . , p . 38 .
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"Looking at it from their viewpoint, the
candid.ate was too young , a Catholic , with
only a mod.est recor d in the Senate . But
looking at it from mine , I had heard. a
fresh voice in American politics--a voice
that cut through much of the political
polemics of our time and. got down to discussion of the ~roblems of living in an
atomic wor ld . 11 60
Salinger reflects this theme throughout his book .
He was impressed by t h e ideas that Kenned.y poured. forth.
As a Presid.ential Press Secretary he steadily improved .
Salinger was worried about the live broadcasts of the
President to the citizens of the country in that there
could be no calling back of words or meanings.

He grew to

learn that this was as the president wanted. it and. that
Kennedy mad.e few on camera mistakes.

Winding up his bio-

graphy, With Kenned.y, he says :
"I am, of course, a prejud,iced witness .
But I believe that future generations
of Americans will rank him as one of
our greatest Presid.ents--not because
of his specific accomplishments , and
there were many , but because he brought
to the world., cynical after almost two
d.ecad.es of cold. war , the hope that a
better life was possibl e . Perhaps it
was his youth , his eloquence , or his
und.eniable com.mi tment to life and excellence . But whatever it was, it lit
a new hope in the hearts of people everywhere in the world that the force of
reason , not the force of arms, might
66Sa 1·inger , With Kenned.y, p . 54 .
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finally p r evail in the councils of man . 11 67
The Merceneries of the Macabre
One of the least understood processes in nature is
the phenomena of d.eath .

It is facinating .

People are

intrigued by its mystery .
There has been a flood. of Kenned.y literature in recent years and while all of it has importance to a historian
some of the literature raises questions as to its purpose .
This literature is of two p r incipal types .
"picture books" and. child.ren' s books .

There are

Whether these books

were written or compiled. with the purposes of financial
gain , sentimental rel ease or the creation and. perpetuation
of a legend is open to conjecture .

For purposes here it

is necessary to determine only what is being sold. and to
leave the conjecture to the philosophers .
Nancy Bean White is the wife of Theed.ore H. White,
author of, "The Making

.2.f lli.

Presid.ent 1960 ,"

Mrs. White

makes no secret of her reasons in writing a child.r en ' s book
on the life of John F . Kenned.y .

Says Mrs . White :

"I was once a jud.ge for a child.ren ' s book
prize in the New York Herald. Tribune's
contest . I liked. the books that I read.,
and. I wond.ered. if I could. write one .
Since I had. met John Kenned.y I knew that

37
childxen woul d. want tg know all about him
so I wrote the book ." 8
Mrs . White saw Kenned.y as a brave young man doing
a difficult job . She carries this theme out throughout
her book . 69 As with most child.ren ' s books, it is necessary
to repeat the theme several times and. Mrs . White d.oes so
on pages 4 , 14, 27 , and. 36.

She expresses her view of

Kenned.y:
"Everyone will long remember his young
good. looks . His ready smile . His quick
step . He was a man on the move . A brave
man ." 70
Martha and. Charles Shapp have written a number of
children ' s books .

These books are usually about statesmen .

They generally concern an American President that d.ied. with
his mission as yet unfulfilled as in the case of Lincoln,
and Wilson .
very .

The Shapps are impr essed. with Kennedy's bra-

This is their theme .

They explai n Kennedy ' s or-

deals in getting increases in his allowance from an angry
Joseph Kenned.y , P . T. 109 , thechoice to run for the Congress and. Senate and. finally his choice to run against
heavy odds for the Presi d.ency .

They de.scribe Kennedy :

68
Nancy Bean White , Meet John F . Kennedy (New York :
Random House , 1965) , cover. - 6 9 ~. , p. 4 .
70 Ibid.• , p . 84 .
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One of the men was so bad.ly burned that
he couldn ' t swim . Though Jack's back
had. been hurt during the attack, he
swam the three miles pulling the burned.
manwi. th him. If he had. tired, they both
may have died,. But Jack was brave and
saved the bad.ly burned man.
I

Jacqueline Duheme explains that she was taken in by
the Kennedys when she visited the country .

She was a poor

and friendless girl in a strange land. and. the Kenned.ya liked.
her paintings , (American Primitive) .

It was from this asso-

ciation that she came to know and love the Kennedys .

She

explains that her subtitles are written for child.r en and.
that their simplicity reflects the simplicity of the author .
I

Miss Duheme believed. that JFK was, "a fresh vision for the
future . 1171
Her paintings show Kennedy always in a red., white
and blue perspective .

He is the strong figure in every

painting in which he appears .

His eyes are bright, and.

never starring directly at the viewer .

In one of her

subtitles she says :
"He was al ways looking forward, nev·er
backward.. This was the way that he
saw the world. as something to become o"
Jacque Lowe compiled Portrait s
John F. Kenned.y .

~

Emergence of

In this book of pictures there is a

71
Jacqueline Duh~me, John F . Kenned.y:
Paintings(New York : Atheneum, 1967) , 4.

A Book of
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theme of the young energetic JFK steadily growing old.er and
wiser looking acquiring first medals from the war , a congressional seat, a wife , a senate seat and finally the
Pres id.ency. 72 Lowe makes no written commentary in the
entire book .

This book of portraits, however , clearly

traces the title and. at its end. John F . Kenned.y emerges.
Joan Meyers is the ed.i tor of John Fitzgerald Kennedy,
As We Remember

fil.!!!•

This book is a collection of pictures

and statements about Kenned.y and his rise to power.

The

pictures were selected. to closely follow the documentary .
The theme running throughout the d.ocumentary is that Kennedy
was a man loved. by many people for many reasons .

The book

has varied. lead.era and. persons of different nationalities
and races in pictures with the presid.ent .
to them in various manners . 73

He is relating

The suggestion is that Kennedy

was a man for all peoples and. consequently a man for all to
remember .
Sand.er Vanocur ed.i tea. A Tribute to John ~ - Kennedy .
Vanocur begins by saying that , "This book would. not have
pleased. Kennedy, but he would have read. it ."

The book pro-

72
Jacque Lowe , Portrait : The Emergence of John F .
Kennedy (New York , McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 1961/,
73
Joan Meyers, ed.• John Fitz~erald. Kennedy : As We
Knew Him (New York : Atheneum, 1965 , 16 .
- -
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ceeds on the basis that Kennedy liked to read , and his
appetite for reading would have been whettened by the
reading of the comments of national lead.ers and members of
the press on him, his administration and his death.
book is a collection of such items.

The

They express sorrow

and grief at the loss of .America and proceed to eulogize
Kenned.y. 74 Vanocur's selection is a cross section of great
men of all races and religions and nationalities .

The cen-

tral expression running through the book was that of unfulfillment by these leaders of nations .
The United Press International and the Associated
Press both published. two almost id.entical works.
Four Days and fil:.! Seconds in Dallas respectivel y.

They were
These

two books traced the events of the assassination and. the
aftermath to the burial in Washington .

They were chronicles.

They varied only in respect to the wording of the broadcasts .
This wording would have perhaps been vastly different under
different circumstances reflecting the policies of the two
agencies .

But this was a time when national grief allowed.

the two to speak the same language .
The use of the eternal flame to symbolize the continuity of American government was the central theme of the
wire service chronicles.

This continuity was expressed. in

74 sand.er Vanocur, ed.• , A Tribute To John F. Kennedy
(New York: Dell Publishing Co7 , 1965), TT. - - -
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both books by the presentation of two full page p i ctures of
Lyndon Johnson being sworn in by Sarah Hughes on Air Force
One .

It was reenforced by a picture of Johnson speaking to

the .American people shortly after the Washington arrival of
the plane .
William Manchester wrote two Kennedy books .
Portrait of

§.

They were

President , and. The Death of a President.

The

Manchester book deserves a bit of special concentration
here because of the controversy that arose before its publication .
Jacqueline Kenned.y commissioned. Manchester to write
~

Death of

§.

Presid.ent , wi t h the und.erstanding that a

percentage of the sales would. go to the John F . Kennedy
library. 75 Manchester was supposed. to have a free hand. in
the writing and publ ishing of the book .

Then the team of

RFK and. Jacqueline Kennedy d.ecided. to censor the manuscript .
Manchester refused. since he had. been und.er no obligation to
submit it to such a censor .

Then the battle began .

Kennedy

lawyers hauled Manchester into court in an attempt to get
a restraining order against the book ' s release .

This action

.was later dropped. but the damage was done and Manchester and
the Kenned.ya went their separate ways .
75
William Manchester , "William Manchester's Our Story , "
Look, XXXI , (April 4, 1967) , p . 64.
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Of Kenned.y, the Presid.ent, Manchester saw a man of
sensitivity that was aware and. sympathetic to the problems
of those less fortunate .

Says Manchester :

"He particularly impressed. me with his
deep und.erstand.ing and response to the
problems of all manner of men . 11 76
Gene Schoor wrote Young~ Kennedy .

This book is

a portrait of Kennedy the boy and young man and. the rivalry
between he and. Joe Jr.

Schoor, a minor league third. base-

man and reporter for the New York Times , claims that Joseph

Kenned.y gave all of his sons the will to win .
this will to win.

Schoor likes

Claims Schoor :

"The will to win was the most impor tant
Kenned.y trait . All of the boys competed
constantly for the favor Qf Joseph
Kennedy and. themselves . 11 7 ·1
All of the books d.iscussed in this section were
written after the death of John F. Kenned.y , except the
Manchester .

They are largely stud.ies that reflect segments

of the man rather than any specific attempt at achieving a
total picture.

Many of them are picture books that make

their commentary in the arrangement of the photogr aphs.
76Ibid.• , p . 78 .
77Gene Schoor , Young John Kennedy (New York : MacFadd.en- Bartell Book Company , 1966) , 1 3 .
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They are limi tea. in scope and content and are perhaps the
only way that one could. merchand.ise the macabre .

All of

them pander to the public taste for the intimate detail,
the vicarious participation in and id.entity with the lives
of the great and. near great .

Most of them attempt to

capitalize upon a maudlin , sloppy, national guilt synd.rome
which had obviously become a publisher's bonanza.

But above

all, all of them pand.er to simplistic concepts of national
ideals which they believe to be a significant part of the
national ethos, but which may in time prove to reflect
their own mis- reading of the things the masses of modern
America find spiritually significant .
The Disloyal Opposition
Largely for the same reason that Dallas Cowboys
football fans come to see the Green Bay Packers p·eople
everywhere are interested in their opponents.

The opposi-

tion of forces either constructive or otherwise present
and amplify the necessity for continuing excellence.

So

too the critics of John Kenned.y and his administration for
whatever reasons of correction or d.etraction exist and
flourish with the acceptance or rejection of their ind.i tements at a hardback price of $4 . 96 .
Social and political criticism is a national pasttime .
And as long as governments are employing an economic system
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that in any d.egree takes from the citizen concern will be
present .

Citizens tend. to regard their tax d.ol lars as an

admission ticket to the forum of governmental criticism .
Those persons that are particularily rabid. sometimes like
to reenforce their arguments with a publishing company and.
a prominent reporter ' s name .

Information and opinion dis-

tributed at a price of five d.ollars is thus well worth the
investment.
Victor Lasky is a synd.icated. National Association of
News Analyst columnist and. co- author of the best selling
book , Seed.a of Treason.

In his book J. F . K. , The Man and

the My th, Lasky claims to have gathered. together littlelmown facts, amply supported by both conservative and liberal
political sources to present a picture of John F . Kennedy. 78
Lasky stresses his theme that Kennedy was too immature and.
ill prepared. to be a good. Presid.ent of the Uni tea. States . 79
Says Victor Lasky :
"The fact that Kenned.y d.id. not appear
to lmow where he was going--or what he
was d.oing--shocked. many of his staunchest
supporters . Why this should hav·e surprised, some of the nation ' s keenest newspaper reporters was , in itself , surprising .
But it told. a great d.eal about the plBSS
78
York:

Victor Lasky , J . Fo K. The Man and The My th (New
The MacMillan Company, 19b3)°, Jacket . -

79~

., p . 3 .
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crops which , in large measure, had. helped.
propel a charning but thoughly unprepared.-young man in to the most important job in
the world ."
S . J . Frolick wrote Once There Was A President .

On

the surface this book seems to be a mod.erate appraisal of
Kennedy, his family and. his administration .

It is more than

that .
Frolick claims that Kennedy was not fully prepared.
to assume the mantle of responsibility . 8
Kennedy's ac-

°

ceptance of the "full responsibility" for the failure at
the Bay of Pigs, claims Frolick clearly demonstrates this
1 ack

· JU
· d.gement . 81
of mat uri· t yin
Says Frolick:
"Had Kenned.y disclaimed the responsibility
for the Bay of Pigs fiasco, his weakness
would. not have been so clearly evident .
This immaturity of d.ecision making was
responsible for the lowest ebb of JFK
popularity since his administration . 1182

York :

8O
s . J. Frolick, Once There
Harper & Row, 1964), vii .
p . 37 .
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CHAPTER III
A TOUCHING OF HANDS
This chapter seeks to explain the perpetuation of
the legend. of John Fitzgerald. Kennedy .

The Kenned.y bio-

graphers, for whatever reasons of id.entification or need,
marketed an image of what they perceived to be the John
Kenned.y of their manuscript.

These marketed. images

theoretically attempt to fulfill the requirements of the
legend.
The biographers ' Kenned.ya will be different because they saw him from many and. varied. vantage points .
Their orientation to politics , the Democratic Party,
Kenned.y himself , his ideas , and. his image will be expressed in the various atti tud.es that they take and the
discussions that they present .

The Chapter will explore

these orientations and attempt to interpret them.

It will

serve to explain the correlation between distance to the
President and. perception of the President , the man, the
intellectual , the politician and. the symbol of tomorrow.
Chapter two introd.ucea. categories into which the
authors were placed. based. on their position in relationship to the "team" that all modern day Presidents have .
In the framework of these categories, the investigation
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of these opinions of John Kenned.y will be carried out .

It

is to be hoped. that through the careful stud.y of these interpretations some light may be shed. on the basis for the
Kenned.y charisma.
Arthur Krock claims that whenever men die with
their work und.one they become heroes . 83 When this death
is shocking or untimely and captures the indignation of the
people the heroes become legends.

Unquestionably, John

Kennedy has alread.y become a legend.

Tom Wicker claims

that Kennedy Airport, Cape Kenned.y and the various Kenned.y
High Schools would hav·e embarrassed. and surprised the President .

Wicker believes that John Kennedy would. have had. no

conception of the d.eification that is now going on.

News

pictures have shown Kenned.y and Christ tacked on walls
with candles burned beneath the two portraits .

Wicker

thinks that this would have enraged the Presid.ent.
Pierre Salinger explained the shock of the assassim tion and its impact very well when he asked the question,

"How many of you shortly af'ter the assassination spoke of
Presid.ent Kennedy when you meant President Johnson . 1184
The sale of Kennedy literature sky-rocketed..

For thirteen

weeks, almost two years after the assassination , three
83
Krock in Kennedy Without Tears, pref'ace.
84
salinger. With Kennedy , p . 406 .
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Kennedy Books were in the top ten on the bestseller list .
The Presid.ent
The members of t he "Palace Guard." saw the president
on a personal basis .

They wer e closer to him than any

other group with the exception of the President ' s family
and they were in a better positi on than anyone in the
family, with the possible exception of Robert Kennedy, to
evaluate his presid.ential posture than any other segment
of authors .
The jobs of the three members of the "Guard " enabled.
them to see his effectiveness in a d.ifferent light .

This

different light led. to these selected d.escr iptions of him
in the Presid.ential role in which they knew him best .

Of

Kenned.y Roger Hilsman says :
Kenned.y was the leader , not the jud.ge at
the State Depar tment . He stimulated new
ideas and. programs and. was not ther e to
refer ee arguments and. harmonize interests .
He worked. mainly with McNamara , relying
on McNamara himself and. on Bund.y and. the
White House staff tg keep open his own
options for choice . 5
Hilsman was Kenned.y ' s Ass i stant Secretary of State
for Far Eastern Affairs and. in this position he was in the
State Department .
85

Hilsman.

He clearly is interested in Kenned.y ' s

To Move~ Nation , p . 60 .
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ideas.

He sees Kennedy as an innovator of new id.eas.
Ted Sorensen explains:
President Kennedy tremendously increased.
and. improved. his own impact on the Executive Branch by the use of his personal
staff . He. knew that it was humanly impossible for him to know all that he would.
like to know, see everyone that deserved
to be seen, read all that he ought to
read., write every message that carried
his name and take pa ~ in all meetings
affecting his plans. 8
Theod.ore Sorensen was Kenned.y' s chief speechwri ter

and a valued council on domestic problems.

He was called.

by those close to the Presid.ent, Kenned.y' s alter ego.
Sorensen in interested in projecting a Kennedy that improved. the office of the Pres id.ency by the effective delegation of power .
Evelyn Lincoln's book is protective .
a Kenned.y that would not knowingly do wrong .
dent would. never d.iscriminate .

She projects
Her Presi-

Says Mrs. Lincoln:

On Sunday morning after the Presid.ent returned from Mass, he was steamed. up about
an article that had appeared in that day ' s
London Telegraph. He called. for Pierre
Salinger immediately to ask him about the
article's implication that the press arrangements for his trip to Germany had.
been made to the ad.v antage of White House
correspond.ents and. the disad.v antage of

86

Sorensen .

Kennedy.

p. 69 .
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European correspond.ents . The President
would. never have mad.e such arrangements. 87
The composite picture of the Palace Guard then is
one of Kenned.y --the great innovator that improves government without discrimination .
The New Frontier Brain Trust consists of Arthur
Schlesinger, James MacGregor Burns and. I . E . Levine.

Burns

does not comment on Kenned.y the Presid.ent because he wrote
a pre-presid.ential biography.

Schlesinger's comments on

Kenned.y evad.e the direct question what kind of President
was he.

This may occur because Schlesinger seems more pre-

occupied with Kenned.y as an intellectual force in world
politics and. policy .

This too may account for inability t o

deal with the substance of Kenned.y rather than the rather
comprehensive intellectual commentary that he gives.

Of

Presid.ent Kenned.y I . E . Levine says :
The Presid.ent d.ecid.ed not to wait any
longer . He ordered. fed.e r al troops into
Oxford . By five thirty in the morning,
when he wearily d.ecided. to go to bed.,
the rioters had. been d.ispersed. and
Merid.i th had. been enrolled.. The President
regretted. the loss of life and, the damage
to university property , but he knew that
he had. a.one what had. to be a.one . If American d.emocracy was to have any meaning at all,
the Uni tea. States government must be prepared. to use the full extent of its power-87

Lincoln.

My Twelve Years With J. F. K., p. 230.
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even fixed. bayonets, if necessary--to
guarantee that a Negro would have the
same rights as any other citizen. 88
This comment by Levine on the Oxford., Mississippi
confrontation signaled the beginning of enforcement of the
Kenned.y promises on civil rights .

Lev·ine sees Kennedy as

an upholder of right in this instance .

His tone ind.icates

that this may not have been his own personal course of
action had he been in a similar situation and this makes
the Kenned.y intervention serve as a more powerful act of
the Presid.ent .
The "Keepers of the Flame" the newsmen saw the
President from the standpoint of their jobs .
and that was their business .

He was news

Many of them, however, were

granted. personal interviews and as a result came to form
an attachment for him.

Says Tom Wicker :

"Kenned.y has been compared to Franklin
Roosevelt and he liked. to pose in front
of an F. D. R. portrait . In fact some
of his qualities more nearly recall
Theodore Roosevelt, the apostle of the
big stick, the strenuous life and. the
buly pulpit ••• • Like T. R. , too,
Kenned.y fancied. himself a national taste
maker . 11 89
Wicker felt that too much was being mad.e of Kennedy
after his d.eath and that Kenned.y himself would. have rejected
88
89
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the attempt.

Wicker therefore attempted his "tearless "

Kennedy work.

It was in this light that his comments must

be taken.
Of the Presid,ent Helen Fuller says:
"As he settled a.own to a routine of dealing
swiftly with an unending stream of matters,
Mr. Kennedy's personal style underwent a
few visible changes. By autumn , White House
correspond.ents observed. the President was
more reflective and. less hurry, and was
much less likely to be seen bouncing in and
out of the offices of his aid.es . 11 90
Miss Fuller saw a John Kennedy maturing in office.
He became in effect more efficient.

He was more self re-

liant and. much better organized than earlier.

Miss Fuller

seems to believ·e that that is a vital part of adjusting
to the Pres id.ency .
"Kennedy ad.justed. to the task, " writes Hugh Sid.ey.
Sidey seems to feel that sometimes the President of the
United States seems lost in the vastness of his job.

And.,

the trappings of the position--the huge airplanes , the big
cars, the army staff--seem to overwhelm a single man. 91
Bruce Lee seems to feel that Kennedy grew into the
job.

92

He sees Kennedy almost frightened at first then

tempered by the Cuban missile crisis emerging tnto a tough,
90
Fuller. ~ of Trial, p . 38.
91
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hardline spokesman of .American foreign policy .
Many of the newsmen did. not write directly on the
subject of Kenned.y as a ·president at all .

Harry Gold.en

was more interested. in the man, Pierre Salinger in the
buddy; Adler, Bradlee and. Goldman in the intellectual, and.
Urs Schwarz in the id.ealist .

Theod.ore White wrote on the

candidate.
The composite of the "Keepers of the Flame" seems
to indicate that the press was interested. in the transition .
This seems logical in that the transition was mad.e for them
as well as for the President .

They had. to, themselves, get

used to the liv-e television news conferences, midnight news
conferences , and. the Presid.ent himself .

Even Wicker's

claim that Kennedy came to think of himself as a national
taste maker indicates a certain self- assurance.
The "Rid.era of the Presid.ential Coattail " present
a curious picture of Kenned.y.
a President.

They were blind to him as

They seem to consid.er their relationships to

him too close for the fact that he was Presid.ent to enter
the question.

Their books are filled with "Mr. President,"

"I told Jack," or "Jack told. me . "

Perhaps the question

should be raised. here whether they realized. that he was
Presid.ent .
Salinger's book seems to be a justification for his
California Senate race .

He mentions this several times in
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his text.

He seems to be explaining the fact that he was

qualified to go to Capitol Hill on his own merits .
in this seems to be a lever .

JFK

He is real to Salinger as a

man and an intellectual and, perhaps a symbol for tomorrow,
but for very little else .
Paul Fay's Kenned.y is a bud.dy .
war buddy .

He is "Shafty . "

Fay is along for the ride strictly .

Old

He passes

on Kenned.y the President .
This collective atti tud.e in the two Presid.ential
coattail rid.ers is believable in that they were interested.
in bettering their positions and. very little else .
have no words for Kenned.y as a President.

They

He is a tool

to be s k illfully manipula tea.•
The "Merchants of the Macabre" a.id. see Kenned.y as a
President.

Ind.eed , they may have seen him too well.

Says

Nancy Bean White :
"Kenned.y was not able to make all the changes
he wanted to make. He learned. a whole country
cannot move as fast as one man. Big changes
take time . Kennedy hoped. the country would.
give him this time . 11 93
I

Jacqueline Duheme thought that Kenned.y started. the
country moving again.

She felt that he had. brought to the

White House the energy that had. been so long absent .

He

had got the country wanting to become the lead.er of the

93Whi te .

~

John F . Kennedy . , p . 83 .
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world. 94
The appropriately named. Sappa wrote that Kenned.y
set out bravely to change the country .
a better place.

He wanted, it to be

Kenned.y as presented by the Sappa took

the Bay of :Pigs and. emerged. from the mistake a better man-a man now unafraid.• 95
Joan Meyers saw Kenned.y as the nation I s :P . T . 109
skipper.

He became for her a reincarnated. hero .

a dragon- killing :Presid.ent .
Kruschev in Cuba.

He was

He backed a.own Castro and.

To her this was the beginning of the

"brave new :Presid.ent . 11 96
The "merchants " saw Kenned.y as a man on the move .
They perceived the Presid.ent as a hero .

To be sure he had.

difficulty, but,then one cannot be a hero without opposition.
The opposition viewed. Kenned.y exactly as one would.
expect them to .

They d.isliked. him.

Says Victor Lasky :

The :President , in short , has talked too
much. He thereby cheapens what he says,
and casts d.oubt as to his cred.ibility .
In rhetoric of an ultimatum, he demand.ea.
a cease- fire in Laos . But he failed. to
back up his strong word.s uttered. at a

p . 12.

John F. Kenned.y, A Book of :Paintings,
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televised press 9onference on
March 23, 1961 . 9
Frolick does not care to comment on the Kenned.y
Presidency .

He does feel that the Presid.ent was not on

top of things as he should have been.

Frolick cannot

explain why Kenned.y was in Latin America when he knew
that Oxford., Mississippi was about to und.ergo intergration . 98
The biographers, then, saw JFK the Presid.ent as a
leader and innovator.
job quickly.

He was a man that adjusted to his

He was a trend. maker and an organizer.

viewed him as competent .

They

The opponents, however saw him

as argumentative, ind.ecisiv·e , and unavailable for comment .
Kennedy the Man
In d.iscussing Kenned.y the man the staffers saw him
as a man with relatively simple tastes .

To be sure his

clothes were expensive, and. so were his houses .

They
}., V

-I-

Were not luxuriously furnished. and he had a few--B-tr'ean.y
2-,Q_O suits.
Evelyn Lincoln recalls Kenned.y's personal love for
speed.

She claims that he would. often, on trips to the

airport, take the wheel .

He would race through the streets

97Lasky . J . F. K. , t h e ~ & the Myth , p . 568.
98
Frolick. Once There ~ A Presid.ent, p. 37 .
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barely missing red. lights .

Cops would. whistle, cars would.
honk, but he ignored. everything other than his objective. 99
Sorensen claims that the President's d.isarming way
of being very ord.ina:cy in his d.emeanor was genuine.

The

President was to Sorensen a man that had. a very good
judgement on what was fitting and appropriate for eve-:cy kind.
of occasion. As Sorensen says, "He never puts on an act. 11100
Hilsman saw Kenned.y's love for his family as the
characteristic that he saw so clearly.
wife.

He was proud of his

When a dignitary came to visit him, Kennedy, upon

seeing his wife on the lawn dressed, only in a sweater,
skirt and loafers invi tea. her over to meet the d.igni tary
101
loafers and a11.
The "Guard.'s " Kenned.y displays all of the human
qualities of compassion , ord.inary d.emeanor and a fault -speed.ing.

Their conception of the man is unusual.

They

were close to him and. revered. him, yet they saw in him an
ord.inary man.
Two of the intellectuals missed. the man completely .
Burns, who wrote a pre- presid.ential campaign biography was
interested. more in the politician and. intellectual.

99
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Schelesinger has difficulty seeing , again, substance .

He

is interested more in the idea .
Levine sees Kennedy as a man of bravery .

He allud.es

to the "hero" Kennedy and his d.ecision to swim out three miles
with a ailing back in an attempt to facilitate a resque for
his men. This act was to Levine a trait in the man . 102 He
was brave and this bravery was to Levine carried. into the
White House.
The Press' Man was one that ca.ft.a. not tolerate bigotry, ind.ecision or stupid.i ty .

He was a man with whom one

could find understanding on some ground.s .

He was a man

that loved. competition and. welcomed. the challenge.
a man of action.

He was

Yet he had a streak of Walter Mitty in

him.

Helen Fuller claims that Kennedy forbade segregation
at any function .

When Charleston, South Carolina refused.

to serve to a nonsegregated. meeting of the Civil War Centennial Commission, he d.irected. that the meeting be held
elsewhere.

He would. never serve at a gathering where

Americans were not treated. equally. 1 03
Hugh Sid.ey said. that Kennedy never met people with
whom he could not establish some kind. of und.erstanding .
102Lev1.ne
. .
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Kennedy was able to do thi s because he reasoned with people .

He would listen and. this was something that most

people were unused. to from a man in his position . 104
Benjamin Brad.lee claims that Kenned.y had. a streak
of Walter Mitty in him .

When he was losing , he was the

old warrior at the end. of a brilliant career , asking only
that his faithful cad.dy point him in the right d.irection
and let instinct take over . 105
Bruce Lee reported. that the personal touch in politics
was repulsive to Kennedy the man.
backslapping and. baby kissing.
promises and. then break them .

He hated. handshaking ,

He didn ' t like to make
Lee believes that this was

because Kenned.y d.id. not feel at home with strangers . 106
The :Press has Kenned.y appearing as a man with firm
convictions , understanding , and honesty .

The Brad.lee

sidelight into Kennedy ' s Walter Mitty synd.rome is inter esting .

The Lee hand.shaking fettish is more inter esting in

that it indicated an atti tud.e of a man above poli ticing
in the trad.i tional manner .
The "Riders" discuss Kennedy as a strong man that
was insistant on ridding himself of the shad.ow of his father ' s

104s J.•d.ey , J • F • K• rresident
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name .
Salinger sayss
"Such things as long motorcades d.uring
the campaign and after he was president
were most painful to him . Thesmiling
cand.id.ate or smiling Presid.ent would
arrive in his hotel room, shake off his
support and. ease into a warm bath with
a sigh of relief--the closest he ever 107
came to complaining about his ailment ."
Paul Fay explains that when Hugh Sid.ey came to interview Kenned.y for the cover story in Time , the question
of his father ' s influence came up .

When Fay responded

favorably to the aid. of the father image , Kenned.y became
upset .

Kenned.y later explained. that he was trying to run

on his merits and. his merits alone . 108
The "Merchants" liked to view Kennedy as an angry
man.

They repeatedly discussed. the frequency and vora-

city of his anger .
William Manchester d.escribes an incid.ent involving
the Presid.ent' s temper when General Godfrey McHugh who was
responsible for the Texas weather report missed. his cue .
Says Manchester s
Kenned.y' s blood. was up .
107salinger.
108Fay .

He d.ialed. McHugh' s

With Kenned.y , p . 66 .
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extension , chewed. him out , and summoned
O'Donnell . "Damn it , Kenny, let ' s check
with the local airports from now on, "
He stormed. 11 or let Mrs . Lincoln d.oi t.
The whole Air Force mounts a high- level
mission against a not- so- very d.ifficul t
target and. misses it completely, and
then my secretary gets on the horn and
scores a bulls- eye • • • He swore again.
"Hot . Hot . Jackie ' s Clothes are all
packed and. they are the wrong clothes ."
Another oath . He rose, rathful.109
Joan Meyers believed. that Kenned.y was very concerned.
over the fact that his childxen would. not lead a normal
life in the White House .

It was for these reasons that

he frequently sent them to the famil y compound. to play
with their cousins .
own hard knocks . 110

Kenned.y wanted. them to take their
I

Jacqueline Duheme shares the same opinion on Kenned.y
the father.

Miss Duheme observed, "Childxen of all kind.a --

his son, his daughter, his nieces , his nephews and their
friends swarmed. about the Presid.ent, and. he loved. it .

He

organized. relay r aces and. swimming competitions for them
and took them for rid.es on electric golf carts to get
candy at the nearby country store . 111
The "merchants " l ook at Kenned.y , the father , and.
Kenned.y , the man that could. be angered.•
10 9
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The opponents see Kennedy the man in the same light .
He appears to them as a "Dad.d.y ' s boy" that succeeded. only
because Joe Kenned.y footed. the bill . 112 They saw Joseph
Kenned.y as a frustrated. Presidential successor to FDR.

In

turn the revenge of the father takes place in the son. For
Lasky Kenned.y is but a pawn for the will of Joe Kenned.y.
Kennedy the man emerges as a proud. man and father.
He is a loving husband.

Und.er pressure he exhibits bravery.

He has a trace of Walter Mi tty yet a taste for the ord.inary .
Though Kenned.y refused. to d.iscuss the role of his father
in his political career it must be assumed that it was
significant.

Kenned.y the Politician
John F. Kennedy was almost always acutely interested.
in politics .

Joseph Kennedy fostered this in his children

by prompting political d.iscussions at the a.inner table .

.Af3

a result the Kenned.ya· were able to d.iscuss politics with a
man that was at one time halted by Franklin Roosevelt because Roosevelt had. heard. murmurings about the possible
choice of Joe Kennedy as a presidential cand.id.ate.
The Palace Guard viewed the politician , Kennedy ,
according to their various conceptions of what an ad.ept

112Lasky •

"Man & Myth . 11

p . 86 .

'.
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politician was .

Evelyn Lincoln thought that Kenned.y was

a good politician because he kept abreast of the d.ays events.
She, unlike others, thought his read.ing ability was cul tivated for the purpose of political necessity .

A good.

President she felt the pulse of his public as reflected. in
the printed. media. 113
Sorensen thought that Kenned.y the politician was at
his best when he was campaigning .

"Kenned.y ," says Sorensen,

"was his own best campaigner, seeing state leader and.
visiting state caucuses . "

In speaking on Kennedy's Vice

Presidential attempt Sorensen seems to feel that it was
Kenned.y ' s combative spirit that allowed. him to usually
come away with a victory . 11 4
Levine tells how Kenned.y played. the game of politics
in his race for the Senate s
"In his choice of campaign issues, Kenned.y
followed. the pattern of his earlier congressional campaigns. In a local race he
talked of local politics and. played down
international problems. Whenever bitter
rangling br~ke out he would. quietly avoid
the issue . " 1?
Schlesinger claims that Kenned.y was optimistic .
evaluated his problems b,fore jumping into them .
113Lincoln.
114

sorensen.

115Levine.
.

Twelve Years, p . 243.
Kennedy, p. 98 .
Young Man, p. 98.

He

He ad.ded.
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up political situations well and. responded. according to
what he thought was the maximum that he could. get out of
any given situation. 116
James Burns pointed out that Kennedy had political
courage.

Burns felt that Kenned.y was often accused of

Moderation when, in fact he was trying to get the best
legislation that he could under unfavorable circumstance$.
To prove this he mentioned the O' Mahoney amendment to the
Civil Rights Bill .

The amendment called. for trial by

jury of those accused. of voting rights violations .

The

problem was getting convictions out of Southern juries .
Kennedy voted. for the amendment knowing that with the public eye on the South intensified. , the problem of getting
convictions would be lessened .
the amendment . 117

He was however against

The intellectuals seem to feel that Kenned.y operated.
und.er the theory of the poli tics of the possible .
tried to get the maximum .

He

He was, in short , a political

realist that played practical politics .
The newsmen saw Kennedy the politician much in the
same light .
well .

They recognized that Kenned.y played. the game

He was gifted with the tools of the trad.e .
116 8 chl esinger
.
.
117Burns.

They

A Thousand. Day s , p . 17 .

"J . F . K. , A Political Profile , " p . 233.
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seemed interested in these tools .

Says Theod.ore White :

Kenned.y had. the facility to turn an
opponents statement into a weapon
against him. He could use word.s to
their best ad.vantage . The Nixon slur
that Kenned.y was a barefaced liar
turned. out to be a Kennedy tool .
Kennedy alluded. to the d.ebates and.
Nixon ' s use of make- up . Said. Kenned.y,
11
I would. not accuse Mr . Nixon of being
barefaced.--but next Tue sd.ay the American people y~ll d.etermine who ' s telling
the truth. 1
Tom Wicker believes that Kenned.y had. the ability to
stir up an aud.ience with rhetoric .

At the Los Angeles

Palladium, Kenned.y gave a speech that was so stirring
that Wicker stopped. the Times' p r ess .

When the trans-

cription came through there was nothing in the speech
that had not been alread.y been said. by the Presid.ent . 119
Kenned.y, to Wicker, was not always a good politician.
When he tried. to pass the Department of H0 using using
Robert C. Weaver as a lever his plan backfir ed..

Accord.ing

to Wicker when he asked. the President about the incid.ent ,
Kenned.y replied:, "I played it too cute . 11

It was so ob-

vious that it made them mad .
Helen Fuller believes that Kennedy's laurels came
to him as a d.ecision making politician .
118Wh.1 t e .
119
wicker.

Again , preoccupied

The Ma.king of the Presid.ent , 1960 , p . 291.
Kennedy Without Tears, p .

54.
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with the South and. Lynd.on Johnson , she stresses the poli tical shrewdness of choosing Johnson as a runningmate thereby giving Kennedy the major ity in the South and. the election . 120
The mercenaries d.id not see Kenned.y the politician
well .

They were more inter ested. in their great presid.ent .

They were more interested. in their symbol for tomorrow .
Nancy Bean White feels that Kenned.y studied. to get
the fac t s on issues straight.

When he was read.y she claimed.

that he mad.e strong speeches .

Though some of them made

some of the Senators angry , the Kenned.y wit soothed. the
anger and. usually won the point . 1 21
The opponents had plenty to say about the politician.

Lasky repeats the Wicker stroy about the Robert Weaver deal.
He sees Kennedy as overly aggressive and. belligerent .
Kenned.y was uncompromising in his d.ealings with the House
and the Senate .

As a result claims Lasky, he l ost whatever
bills he tried. to get them to approve . 122
Frolick believes that Kenned.y was impotent in persuading Congress to pass his legislation.

This was because

Kennedy had. not realized what the transition that occurred.
120Full er .

Year of Trial , p. 8.

121Wh.t
i e.

~

122Lasky •

J . F. K. The Man &

John F . Kennedy , p .
~

47.

My th, p . 411.
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after the death of Sam Rayburn.

This failure to comprehend

the importance of Rayburn's loss was Kennedy's downfall.
Kennedy alienated the Congress because he challenged its
traditions and sought to change them. 123
The opponents, then, see Kennedy as too aggressive
and without the knowledge to know how to go about passing
the legislation that he wanted passed.
The biographers generally see Kennedy the politician
as adept scholarly in his approaches to the various problems and willing to bargain for his advantage in legislation.

Kennedy 's personality was a tool that he wielded

to good political advantage.

His political courage gained

him the reputation for being tough.

Kennedy the Intellectual
The guard saw Kennedy the intellectual as a man
perceptive in judgement and candor.
Hileman claims that part of Kennedy's intellectual
ability came from his evaluation of the "politics of the
possible." "He had the capacity," writes Hilsman, "to see
the complications in a world whose inconsistencies surpassed comprehension, yet he had the strong convictions on
123

Frolick.

Once There~ A ~resident, p. 146.
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where we ought to be trying to move ."

This ability couple

the possible with the reality was tempered. by Kenned.y ' s
understand.ing of the need to provid.e his opponents a way
out if the trouble became bad.• 124
Sorensen believed. that the President had mental
processes so d.irect and. clear- cut that they were astound.ing .
This also included. his ability to be uncomplicated..

11

He

was at that time," says Sorensen commenti ng on Massachusetts
politics , considered. with some disdain to be an intellectual
by most Massachusetts politicians and consid.ered with equal
disdain to be · a politician by most Massachusetts intellectuals. 11

Sorensen claims that the mind. of Kennedy was at

its best when used. to interpret id.eas and their practical
uses . 125
The intellectuals , themselves, have much to say on
the subject of Kennedy ' s inteJJectual ability .

Says

Schlesinger:
But it was not a case of tout comprendxe ,
tout pard.onner. Though he saw the human
struggle, not as a moralist , but as an
historian , even as an ironist, irony was
never permitted to severe the ner ve of
action . His mind was forever critical
but his thinking always retained. the
cutting ed.ge of decision . When he was
124
Hilsman. To Move~ Nation, p . 48 .
125
Sorensen. Kennedy, p . 296.

...
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told something, he wanted to know what
he could d.o about it. He was pragmatic
in the sense that he tested. the meaning
of a proposition by its consequences;
he was also pragmatic in the sense of
being free from metaphysics . In his
response, too, to the notion of a
pluralist uni verse, Kenned.y was a pragmatist--if one may make sensible use
of this word., which came into political
vogue in the first years of the Kenned.y
administration with the implication that
the Kenned.y years had. not, after all, been
pragmatic but were somehow ideological.
They were not id.eological, though they 126
could. perhaps be termed intellectual .
Levine describes the intellectual energy of Kenned.y
by pointing out his erratic work habits .

Levine claims

that Kennedy could read and dictate at the same time while
pacing the floor .

He could. enter into a discussion with

an aide and be interrupted. by the phone or a dignitary and.
upon the completion of the conversation turn back to the
original d.isucssion summarizing the conversation then
going on with his comments . 127
Kenned.y, the intellectuals intellectual, could.
theorize and. had the remarkable capacity to perform several
intellectual functions at the same time .
was remarkable .

To them this

He had. the ability to be uncomplicated.

yet deep .
126S c hl esJ..D.ger.
.
127
Levine.

A Thousand Days, p . 153 .

Young~
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The news.man were equally impressed at Kenned.y ' s
intellectual ability .

Alex Goldman clai.med that Kenned.y

would. seriously think through every phrase and weigh it
for truth and effect .

I n this manner he believed. that

every expression of Kennedy carried. this id.ealism and.
imagination .

Almost in reverance he says , "Each word.
reveals the stud.ious mind. 111 28
Tom Wicker relates an antid.ote about the cup that he
gave McHugh .

On the cup (really a beer mug) was written:
"There are three things which are
real : God., Human folly and. laughter.
The first two are beyond. our comprehension
So we must d.o what we can with the third.•

No one else at the White House, then or a year later
knew the source of those lines was Aubrey Mennen ' s version
of

~

Ra.moyana .

Wicker claimed. that he could find the word.a

in no book of quotations .
not help him.

The Library of Congress could.

"But ," says Wicker , "Ted Clifton, Kenned.y' s

Military aid.e, recalls him writing a.own those word.a one
spring morning, quickly and. without reference to any
book. 11129
Of Kennedy's intellect , Helen Fuller said., "Kennedy
appreciated the intellectual d.ilemm.a of voicing a thought
that was unpopular."

She believed. that Kenned.y ' s intellec-

128
Goldman, The Quotable Kennedy, preface .
129
wicker . Kenned.y Without Tears, p. 49.
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tual challenge lay in the question of whether a free society can survive i f it seeks only its own self interest . 130
The newspapermen seem to consid.er Kenned.y an intellectual only through the performance of mental gymnastics .
Quick recall is not necessarily the mark of a intellectual .

The observation of Mi ss Full er seems mor e in line

with those of the intellectuals themselves .

Kennedy

seemingly had an unusually quick mind.•
The mercenaries d.eal with the Kenned.y mind. as one
might expect .

They plead. simply that he was "smart ."
I

Jacqueline Duheme believes that Kennedy had. a
remarkable mind in that he could , " command a fresh vision

131

for the future . 11

The mercenaries conclud.e that Kennedy

ability to read the newspaper constituted intellect .

Had.

they coupled it with his digestion and. assimilation of the
conten ts into a working knowled.g e of his publ ic this theory
would have been acceptible .

This is , again, t he gymnastic .

The preoccupation of Kenned.y in the d.ebates and. his quick
recall of information in the face of the d.ebate tempered.
Dick Nixon.

This d.oes not necessarily ind.icate intellec-

tuality .
The opponents see Kennedy ' s inteJlect as a clever

130

Fu11er .

131 Duhe1 me .

Year of Trial, p . 270.
"J •F• •
K P ain
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·
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tool used. to gain power .

They see his recall.

There is

little attempt made to see beneath the facad.e of recall.
They do not try to select ideas and. break them down into
foolishness.

On this point they quietly conced.e the vic-

tory and. attack on the ground.s of Kenned.y ' s ineptitude.
Victor Lasky, Kenned.y' s harshest critic d.iscounts
Kenned.y ' s ability to perceive the foreign situation.

The

fact that it was by general agreement , one of Kennedy's
strong points in his term of office is d.iscounted.

The

Lasky argument is that if the brains were there they were
not being used.•
The biographers agree that Kenned.y was an intellectual.

Their points of conflict seem to come on the ques-

tion of what it means to be an intellectual .
tuals seem to vind.icate this point.

The intellec-

The non-intellectual

members of the biography team are appreciative only of
the ability to look smart .

Symbol of Tomorrow
Fulfilling this requirement to the satisfaction of
this chapter proves to be difficult.

The requirement it-

self if clear is that to be a legend one must be a symbol
of the future .

The comment itself is said by few of the

biographers in a way that can be documented..

There is the

overwhelming inference, however, found. in the evaluation
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of the b ooks themselves in reference to their total
qualities .
The Palace Guard is most guilty on this point.

They

have set this point as the unsaid theme of there works.
Only Theodore Sorensen says it.

Even his statement is

garbeled:
"The breathing spell had. become a pause,
the pause was becoming a d.etente and no
one could. foresee what further changes
lay ahead.. With the gradula rise in the
living standard., education and outside
contacts of the Russian peopl e--with the
grad.u al economic and. political erosion of
the barriers which kept Eastern Europe
depend.ent on the Soviets and. separated.
from the West--no European accommodation
looked impossible in the long run .
Kennedy' s stand. in the Cuban missile
crisis said. a European political lead.er
in my office, may well be like the Greek
stand against the Persians at Salamis
in 400 B. C. --not only a great turning
point in histo:ry, but the start of a true
Golden Age . 11 132
For the intellectuals only 8chelesinger speaks to
the question by claiming that he believes that Kenned.y
would have won the next election with ease .

Schelesinger

believed that Kennedy saw the next administration , like
Theodore Roosevelt's as the time for great l egislative
action, when the seed.s planted. in the first would come
to fruition. 133
132 Sorensen.

Kenned.y . p . 839- 840 .

133Schlesinger .

A Thousand. Days, p . 1016 .
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Tom Wicker, for an author writing a supposed.ly
tearless study , fails miserably when he shows his id.ealism
and emotion t
"He knew he had. broken through the trad.i tional wall o:f d.iplomatic niceties , spoken
above the heads of politicians and governments and. he believed a ~e~ generation of
Europeans had. responded.• 34
Helen Fuller after one brief year proclaimed, to the
.American people :
"After a year o:f trial and error , Kenned.y
was at home with the American people . He
himself was confident of what we must d.o
and where we must go , and the country and
our allies were confid.ent o:f his lead.ership as they had not been since his election . 135
The rid.era o.f the coattail agree .

They have too .

It enhances the possibility of a better job later .

Salinger

says that Kennedy would. have und.oubted.l y been elected. in the
upcoming election .

He claims that privatel y Kennedy agreed.•

"This election would.," claims Salinger, " solidify the
growing promise of the New Frontier . 11136
Says Fay, "Jack was hoping that the mand.ate that he
did not recei v·e in 1960 would. come in 1964 .
13

4wicker. Kennedy Without Tears, p .
135
Fuller. Year of Trial , p: 307 •
136
.
salinger . With Kennedy , preface.

If it had. come
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to pass the hard. won gains that he was so proud of would.
have solid.ified . 1 37
The merchants were very lar ge on Kenned.y as a symbol of things to come .
through tone .

Here , again , this i e ea came over

In the childxen's books, the pictures of

the smiling, happy, and. pensive JFK relate him as a man.
The pictures of him stand.ing as though he had. the weight
of the world. on his shoulders ind.icate his importance-his concern .

The pictures of the tear- str eaked. faces the

majestic salute of his tiny son and. the rid.erl ess horse
represent his tragic loss .

We see also in the chil d.ren' s

books the overpresent Etermal Fl ame representing his
continuance .

Five of the books had. the exact same pic-

tures described. above .
I

Jacqueline Duheme ' s American primitive painting of
Kennedy spirit d.eserves special attention.

The portrait

shows the ascend.ing spirit of Kenned.y rising on the wings
of two eagles and. a d.ove .

The d.ove has "peace II written

on its side and. the eagle has "liberty " written on his
sid.e . 138
Nancy White in the language of simplicity taken
from her book,~ John F . Kennedy, says , "He looked for
137
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the paths to move ahead..

Then he stepped out in front of

his country and. its people .
of the road .

He said. follow me to the end.
And we will seek greatness . 11139 Mrs . White

ad.ds, almost as an afterthought, "He was struck down long
before we could see what lay at the end. of his road..
for a moment we caught his step .

But

And when he turned, we

sm1. 1 e d.• 140

The opponents leave this point hanging .

Both of

their books were published. while JFK was living.

To date

no anti-Kennedy work of serious merit has found its way to
the shelves .

Perhaps this is because it is still too soon.

Kennedy was killed. before the proposals and. projects
that he had outlined. had. been completed .

There was created

a vacuum left by the speed of Kenned.y ' s departure .

From

the biographers it has been determined. that Kennedy was
viewed, for the most part as a lead.er and innovator that
ad.justed to his job quickly .
ganizer .

He was a trend. maker and. or-

Above all he was competent .

This seemed to be

the concensus of Kenned.y the Presid.ent .
Kenned.y the man was young, a husband., a father, and
a believable human being.

He is believable because, like

most mortals , he a.reams too.

139Wh't
1 e.

He can be id.entified with

Meet John F . Kennedy, p. 85 .

140Ibid.• , p . 85 .
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because he shies away from the luxurious and. prefers the
ordinary .

He emerges as a man-- a man of human frailty--

bad back--lost children--a human being .
Kenned.y the politician is adept, scholarly and
realistic in his acceptance of the possible.

His persona-

lity geared to the political life, becomes a vital tool in
his popularity.

His firmness becomes a feared question in

the minds of his enemies .

His stature is growing not only

in the Uni tea. States but throughout the world and most
especially in Eastern Europe where hope is a scarce
commod.i ty .
Kenned.y the intellectual is a man of quick recall
and rapid.fire answers .

He had the ability to solve and

project difficult pnoblems and explain their solutions on
terms of simplicity .

He had. the ability to perceive

questions of difficult implication and interject them
into his policy .
Kenned.y the symbol for tomorrow was a representative of a promise as yet unfulfilled..
was smart .

He was brave .

He was young .

He

He meant something to the

people--something of which they were deprived.
The legend's requirements are thus fulfilled .

For

a few years Americans had a President that represented.
a generation the majority of which was less than thirty.
Their representative was, for a change, less than fifty ,
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athletic, still siring children, vigorous, cultured,
husband to a woman o.f beauty and. strict to the code
of international committment.
It must be interjected., here, that though John
Kennedy generated. this confid.ence, id.ealism and pragmatic
philosophy, it was not he that carried. it through to its
conclusion.

To be sure, his d.eath accounted for much senti-

ment on legislation of which he was in favor.

It is, however

wrong to credit him with the Civ·il Rights Bill, the found.ing
of the Department of Urban Affairs, the appointment of
Marshall to the Supreme Court, the stabilizing of the American dollar on the world. market, and. the Veteran' s
education and Urban renewal projects .
to Lyndon Johnson.

The cred,i t must go

The question o:f what Kennedy really d.id.

perhaps should be asked.

The Kennedy contribution as Presi-

d.ent, then, would appear to be the capturing of the American
imagination and. ground. breaking for such ideas and. concepts
to become realities under the succeed.ing Johnson Administration.
The Kenned,y magic is best illustrated. by the Tom
Wicker whose "Tearless" study of Kennedy wept in the best
"sob story" tradition.

Wicker set out to tell of a Kennedy

that was without tears, yet his Kennedy wept.

This was per-

haps Wicker's subcnnscious id.entificati on with John Kennedy.
As the poet Blake said, 11 • • • for a tear is an intellectual
thing."
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